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Abstract: Electrorheological fluid is a class of smart material. When subjected to a electric or magnetic 
field, the electrorheological fluid changes its rheological properties within millisecond. This rheological 
properties of ER fluid can be exploited in electrorheological damper. ER fluid dampers enables active 
and semi-active suspension with reaction time in the milliseconds.  In this article the mathematical 
model for describing the rheological behavior of  electrorheological damper  in semiactive suspension is 
developed. The main advantage of the proposed mathematical model is to develop optimal designs and 
structure of ER damper. 
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Introduction: Electrorheological (ER) fluids are smart fluids, which shows fast and reversible changes 
in their rheological properties under the influence of external electrical fields. Electrorheological (ER) 
fluids are a class of smart materials exhibiting significant reversible changes in their rheological 
behaviour and hence mechanical properties under the influence of an applied electric field. Efforts are in 
progress to embed ER fluids in various structural elements to mitigate vibration problems. ER fluids 
commonly are composed of polarisable solid particles dispersed in non-conducting oil. Upon the 
imposition of external electric field, the particles are polarized and form a chainlike structure along the 
direction of the field. The change in apparent viscosity is dependent on the applied electric field. The 
change is not a simple change in viscosity, hence these fluids are now known as ER fluids.The effect is 
better described as an electric field dependent shear yield stress. When activated an ER fluid behaves as 
a Bingham plastic, with a yield point, which determined by the electric field strength. The motion of the 
ER fluid can be controlled by adjusting the applied electric field. 
 
An ERF damper or electrorheological fluid damper, is a type of quick-response active non-linear damper 
used in high-sensitivity vibration control. Enhanced actuation and sensing capabilities of the smart 
materials have led to effective means of handling unwanted vibrations in automobile and aerospace 
industries. The rheological properties of ER damper can be changed under external electric fields. Since, 
the rheological properties can be easily controlled within a wide range, many scientific and 
technological applications may be developed.  
 
Suspension and Types of Suspensions: The vehicle suspension system is the connecting device 
between the vehicle body and its wheels. It is consists of a spring and damper mounted in vehicle body. 
The main role of the spring in a suspension is to support the static load of the system. The role of the 
damper is to dissipate vibrational energy and it controls the stability of the vehicle. In addition, 
potential energy stored in the spring is transformed into kinetic energy of the body, which is dissipated 
by the damper. Ride comfort and vehicle stability are the two main goals of a vehicle suspension system. 
There are three main types of suspension systems: passive, active, and semi-active.  
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Passive suspension systems using conventional oil dampers are simple, reliable and cheap. The tuning of 
the conventional passive dampers involves the physical adjustment of their valves. The setting is fixed 
during their lifetime, so they are not able to operate satisfactorily in a broad range of road states. This 
problem is overcome by active or semi-active suspension systems. In active suspension system, the 
damper or both damper and spring is replaced by a force actuator. The force actuator is able to both add 
and dissipate energy from the system, but a passive damper which can only dissipate energy generated 
by a system.  
 
The main application of active suspension in vehicles is to control the attitude of a vehicle and it reduces 
the use of braking system, which increases the performance and life of the vehicle. The disadvantage of 
active suspension is it requires large power.  
 
Semi active suspension system consists of spring and controllable damper. The properties of damper can 
be controlled by applying external power or signal to the system. The controllable damper requires a 
very low power as compare to active suspension system. Semiactive suspension system provides 
excellent improvement in overall performance of the vehicle. Semi active suspensions have been 
successfully used in some vehicle models, e.g. Audi A8, BMW. The controllable damper is the heart of 
the semi-active suspension. Its accurate modeling is crucial part for suspension analysis and design.  In 
many real applications the damper characteristics shows a non-linearity, which must be taken into 
account in mathematical formulation in order to vary external power supply[1].  The damping 
characteristics of a semi-active damper can be adjusted through applying a low-power signal. Semi-
active systems are a compromise between the active and passive systems. 
 
Advantages of Semi-Active Suspension: 
1. Semi-active system consumes very less power. The power consumption is used to change dissipative 

force characteristics of the semi-active element.  
2. Semi active suspension system maintains stability of the moving body system. 
3. The semi-active suspension system is very light weighted and compact structure. 
4. The semi-active suspension system requires very less power which is affordable to lower end 

consumer. 
 
ER Damper: Damper is a mechanical device used in advanced technology to control excessive motions 
and suspension of the system.  The ER damper is a type of quick response active nonlinear damper used 
for effective vibration control. In absence of electric field, the ER fluid has low yield stress, and behaves 
like as a Newtonian fluid. When an electric filed is applied, the particle reacts as dipoles and forms a 
chain, so that the flowing of the fluid turns to highly viscous material. 
 

 
Figure 1: Basic Model for ER Damper 

 
The main content of ER damper is ER fluid, which consists of base fluid and electric polarized macro or 
nano particle. The ER fluid flows through the gap between piston and cylinder where the electric field is 
generated. Also the electric field increases the viscosity of the ER fluid. 
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Different Modes of ER Damper: ER dampers provides less input power requirement with huge 
damping force. There are many structural types of damper; depending on the working modes for the ER 
devices, the dampers can be classified into the following categories [2]. 
1. Damper in Flow/valve mode 
2. Damper in shear mode 
3. Damper in squeeze mode  
Flow mode, also called valve mode, exploits the fluid between two fixed walls, the magnetic field is 
normal to the flow directions and is typical for linear damper applications. Shear mode is mainly used in 
rotary application such as brakes and clutches and the fluid is constrained between two walls which are 
in relative motion with the electric field normal to the wall direction. Squeeze mode is used mainly for 
bearing applications, is able to provide high forces and low displacements having the magnetic field 
normal to walls directions. In all the above mentioned cases the working principle is the same: the 
applied magnetic field regulates the yield stress of the fluid and changes its apparent viscosity. So the 
amount of dissipated energy of the system is simply controllable by acting on the coil current and the 
system can provide semi-active behavior [4]. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Operating Modes of ER Damper a) Flow mode b) Shear Mode c) Squeeze Mode 

 
Mechanical Model for ER Damper [Quarter Car Model]: The sudden change in the ER damper due 
to the electric field application, make this material attractive for damping and dissipative devices. The 
ER damper can be used to build integral, silent, sensitive mechanical systems enhanced by means of 
electronic controls. The most interesting engineering application of ER damper is the construction and 
design of semi-active suspension system [3]. 
 
In this chapter, quarter car model of two degree of freedom is considered for mathematical modeling 
and control of ER damper in semi-active suspension system. The quarter car model of two degree of 
freedom is shown in Figure 3.  
 

  
Figure 3: Quarter Car Model 
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The model consists of a sprung mass Ms connected via the primary suspension to the unsprung mass Mu 
of the axle. The suspension is supposed to have linear behavior with stiffness Ks and damping coefficient 
Cs. The tire vertical elasticity is represented again by a linear spring Kt. The tire damping is so small that 
it can be neglected. 
 
This model is mainly used to study the vibrational behavior of the vehicle when travelling on an uneven 
road. Therefore, the lowermost part of Kt receives from the road a sinusoidal displacement 

 Someone may object that real roads are not sinusoidal in shape, hence we are considering the 
road disturbance as a sinusoidal function  
However, any road profile f(x) of length L can be expressed by its Fourier series 

 

Where 

This series is a infinite sum of trigonometric functions. The frequency of the excitation depends, on the 
speed of the vehicle. Because of the assumed linearity of the quarter car model, we can take advantage of 
the superposition principle, and to develop finite Fourier series. The quarter car model is a damped two-
degree-of-freedom system. We employ as coordinates the vertical displacement x2 of the sprung mass 
and the vertical displacement x1 of the unsprung mass. The road surface vertical displacement xu can be 
derived from the road surface profile and the car velocity. 
 
Mathematical Modeling: Dampers commonly known as shock absorbers are used in vehicle 
suspension systems to control unwanted vibrations due to road disturbances and motion of vehicle. 
Electrorheological fluids have flow characteristics that can be varied in controlled manner by an applied 
electric field. The fluid response is almost instantaneous and reversible. In an ER damper, the ER fluid is 
surrounded by the electrical circuits. 
 
This section is concerned with a mathematical modeling and control of semi active suspension system 
with Electrorheological fluid damper. The mathematical modeling of a two degree of freedom quarter 
car body for a semi-active suspension system is being carried out by using basic laws of mechanics.This 
model consists of body mass, suspension component and wheel as shown in above figure 3.  
Here mathematical models are characterized by following assumptions: 
i) The tire is modeled as a linear spring without damping  
ii) There is no rotational motion in wheel and body 
iii) The behaviour of spring and damper are linear,  
iv) The tire is always in contact with the road surface and effect of friction is neglected. 
 
According to Newton’s second law of motion the equation of motion for 2-dogree-of-freedom quarter 
car model are given by. 

 
 

Where  
= Sprung Mass/ Mass of the system (Kg) 
= Unsprung Mass/ Mass of the tire (Kg) 

= Tire displacement (m) 
= Car body displacement (m) 
= Road profile 
= Damping Coefficient (Ns/m) 
= Stiffness of car body spring (N/m) 
= Stiffness of tire (N/m) 

Also, we know  is the excitation of the system due to the road situations 
Then the above set of equations can be written in matrix form, 
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Where  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For better suspension and control of semi active suspension if we add force actuator  then the above 
system of equations becomes,  
  

 
Where  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The system equation explains that how the equation of motion works in the semi active suspension 
system as a quarter of car body. The matrix  is a damping matrix for electrorheological damper its 
value is depends upon rheological properties of ER fluid and strength of the electric field and it is 
controlled by application of external electric filed.  
 
Smooth Suspension and Control Strategy: The control objective of this paper is oriented to comfort 
performance. To evaluate passenger comfort, the approach considered to determine the performance of 
the suspension system is the acceleration of the sprung mass. So the control objective consists in 
minimizing the vertical acceleration of sprung mass with the most simple control strategies. The 
different logical control strategies are implemented in a quarter car model.  
 
To take full advantage of the ER damper models in semi-active suspension control applications the 
effect of a continuously variable electric field is considered. The function of ER damper is based on three 
inputs: displacement, electric field and velocity.  
 
In order to determine the parametric models for variable field, it must be assumed that some of the 
parameters chosen are continuously variable functions of the current.  In the same way, the modified 
Bingham model can also be generalised to a variable-field-strength model.  
 
ER fluid Behaves in two distinct modes: off state and activated state. The behaviour of ER fluids when in 
the "OFF" state is also known as non-Newtonian and temperature dependent. If we consider ER fluid in 
the active mode the ER fluid behaves as a Bingham Plastic model with variable yield strength. Thus, our 
model of ER fluid behaviour becomes: 
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Where = Shear Stress 
= Yield stress 

= Plastic Viscosity 
=Shear (Strain) rate 

 Here Yield stress  is a function of electric field and controlled by applying different electric strengths. 

The designs and structures ER damper also affects the value of Yield stress under different electric 
strengths. Also  exponentially increases with respect to electric field [4]. Therefore, the above equation 

also can be written as, 

 

 
Where are intrinsic values of the ER fluid, which are usually evaluated by actual experiments. 
Here some typical properties of ER fluid under different parameters are given below [1], 
 

Property Values of ER fluid 

Response time Milliseconds 

Plastic viscosity, (at ) 0.2–0.3 Pa·s 

Operable temperature range 
 (ionic, DC) 

 (non-ionic, AC) 

Max. yield stress,  2–5 kPa (at 3–5 kV/mm) 

Maximum field ~ 4 kV/mm 

Power supply 2–5 kV,  1–10 mA, (2–50 W) 

   

Density  
Max. energy density  
Stability Cannot tolerate impurities 

 
The structure of proposed ER damper in given semi-active suspension is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Proposed ER Damper 

 
Thus to evaluate the damping force of the ER damper based on Bingham model obtained from flow 
mode. The ER damper is divided into the upper chamber and lower chamber separated by the piston 
and it is fully filled with ER fluid. Under the motion of the piston, the ER fluid flows through the duct 
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between inner and outer cylinders of the ER damper and it floes from one chamber to another chamber. 
The gas chamber located outside of the lower chamber acts as a accumulator of the ER fluid induced by 
the motion of the piston and ER fluid. The governing equation of motion of the ER damper in semi 
active suspension is given by [6], 

 

 

 

 

 
Where  

=Volume of ER fluid at lower Chamber 
=Piston velocity 

=Area of the piston rod 
=Area of Piston 

=Damping Force 
=Compliance of the gas chamber 

=length of electrode 
=Gap between inner and outer cylinder 
=electrode width 

= pressure drop across gap due to yield stress 
From above system of equations, it is observed that damping force F is a function of stiffness force due 
to the gas chamber compliance, the viscous damping force and controllable damping force and it is 
controlled by control algorithm. 
 
Thus by considering all above system of equations together and by control strategy we can derive 
suitable equation of motions for measurement of performance of ER damper in semi-active suspension 
system. 
 
Hereafter the performance of a car with ER damper can be improved by far because it is anticipated that 
ER fluids with high yield stress and optimal power control for applying to the real car should be 
developed. Ultimately, a study of response time of ER damper determines overall performance of a car in 
semi active suspension system. 
 
Conclusion: The basic properties of ER fluid as well as various models for ER damper and their 
applications have been discussed in this paper. However, there is requirement for suitable mathematical 
models, which accurately describes behavior of ER damper in semi active suspension. Hence, the main 
aim of this topic is to formulate mathematical framework for electrorheological damper in semi active 
suspension. This topic also focuses on study of rheological properties of ER fluid and their application 
for vibration control.  
 
The proposed mathematical formulation of semi-active suspension with ER dampers results in improved 
driving stability and comfort of a car. In this study, the equation for damping force of ER damper using 
Binghman-plastic model of ER fluid are introduced. Using this equation, the main parameters of ER 
dampers are determined and ER damper have been designed. 
 
The intension of this paper has been to build up, as far as possible, a simple but both physically and 
mathematically correct dynamic model for ER damper. 
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